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Doune Castle. From the north-east. Doune lies to the south-east of the town of Doune, on a lofty commanding
position overlooking the River Teith in the sharp angle which it makes with its tributary the Ardoch Burn. W
Douglas Simpson called Doune ‘the highest achievement of perfected castellar construction in Scotland’ ‘a
splendid monument of the power and grandeur of the Middle Ages’, (1968).
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ABOVE: Doune Castle. MacGibbon & Ross bird’s eye view from the south-west, ‘with some suggested
restorations’. (Vol. 1, p. 429). BELOW: Ground floor and first floor plans (MacGibbon & Ross).
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Doune Castle. View from the east. Reproduced courtesy of and © RCAHMS Aerial Photography SC798566
Digital image of A 65171. It highlights the castle’s strategic location between the River Teith (top) and the
Ardoch Water, and the apparent emptiness of the courtyard to the south.
50
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Doune Castle. R W Billings, Antiquities of Scotland, 1850s. Kitchen tower, left, and the Great Hall block with
the cruciform window lighting the dais at the high end. BELOW: Detail of the cruciform window, a motif of
the Stewart dynasty.
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ABOVE: Doune Castle. The north, entrance front, mostly c. 1390-1405. BELOW: The north and east fronts from
Francis Grose’s ‘Antiquities of Scotland’, 1791. Note the arrow-loop below the corbelled-out latrine on the east
side of the round tower. The section below the string-course may be from an earlier castle. The arrow loop
design could be c. 1250s or later. There is a further similar blocked loop on the west overlooking the entrance.
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Doune Castle. The ‘round tower’ that forms an integral part of the gatehouse tower. The partly blocked
arrow loop on the east side is now completely concealed from within. The chamber above the string-course,
with the corbelled out garderobe is the Duke’s chamber (bedchamber or private study) that links to the
Duke’s Hall. To the left is the rectangular latrine / fireplace block.
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ABOVE: Richard Oram addressing the group on the south side of the castle. The wall-top roundels (or
bartizans) are apparently additions of the 1560s. BELOW: Machicolation above the blocked postern/ service
entry (right) and three corbelled out garderobes on the Kitchen Tower.
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Doune Castle. The main gate-passage. The wooden doors are modern, but may replicate the original
arrangement. Alternatively there may not have been any wooden door in front of the yett at all. Behind the
door jambs is the original two-leaved yett which had a wicket gate. Behind the top triangular wooden door
panel is a long slot. It resembles a portcullis slot but does not appear to travel from side wall to side wall.
Also there are no (or no longer any) grooves to guide the vertical travel of the portcullis. Current observations are that the slot represents a machicolation or meurtrière. In fact, Sidney Toy commented (1953)
‘Clearly a narrow machicolation across the middle of the passage and NOT a portcullis slot’ (p. 218).
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Doune Castle. Gate-passage looking north. The yett is original, c. 1380s. BELOW: Iron drawbar that secures the
yett in place when closed. There are similar two-leaved yetts at Balvenie and Drummond Castle. Cawdor and
Dunrobin are single leaf but with a wicket gate. (Maxwell-Irving). Most yetts were placed behind outward opening
wooden doors.
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▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

Doune. Slit window along the gate-passage. Unsure
if this really is a C14 or C15 ‘fish-tailed arrow slit as
stated in the most recent guidebook.
Doune Castle
Doune Castle was built in the late 14th century by
Robert Stewart, 1st Duke of Albany (1398) and brother of the ineffectual Robert III. He was known to
history as the ‘uncrowned king’ and his seat at Doune
was virtually a royal castle. It has seen little change
since the 1390s and this is what makes the building so
fascinating to study. Whilst it was once thought that
the castle was all of one build period, recent surveys
and excavations suggest that the castle probably incorporates some pre-existing structures, particularly
the ground floor area around the circular tower that
forms part of the tower-gatehouse complex, and perhaps the lower parts of the kitchen tower. The most
obvious clues are the filled arrow loops (two in the
round tower) that might suggest at least a mid-13th
century date. The new guidebook by Nikki Scott
elaborates on the most recent changes of interpretation of the building and chambers. These include:
▪

Possible pit-prison in the basement which was
once thought to be a well or storage cellar.

South range - it used to be thought that this
range was never completed, but it is now believed there were buildings/lodgings along this
wall with a chapel in the SE corner.
Duke’s study - formally thought to be the
duke’s bedchamber, current thinking suggests
this chamber may have been his private study.
Upper hall - once considered to be the Duchess’s hall, it is now posited that it was the
duke’s main bedchamber and a place where he
could have conducted business.
2nd floor chamber - once known as the Duchess
chamber now considered to be a waiting room
The bedchamber in the Kitchen Tower called
‘Mary Queen of Scots’ bedchamber - probably
used by the steward or chamberlain. (There is
no record of Mary ever staying at Doune).

Notwithstanding these admirable changes and new
ideas, debate about Doune will continue until such
time as we are all in possession of a reliable, up-todate and detailed set of floor plans, sections and
elevations. The best available still appear to be those
in MacGibbon & Ross, often impossible to read
without a magnifying glass, and sadly, the new
guidebook has omitted detailed phased plans completely. (Previous guidebooks were not good in this
either). This lack appears to be the new HS standard
(see my other comments on this in the Castle Campbell summary), and is to be regretted.
Debates about the detailed planning and features of
the gatehouse tower and about other analytical issues will also rumble on (see pages 62-68) - and
possibly round and round, without any precise
graphic underpinning. There is much to be resolved
about this tower - and, for that matter, about the
manner in which the great hall has been restored;
but there are at least two other major issues which
need to be properly tested and authenticated before
the assertions of the current group of architectural
historian’s theories are hardened by repetition,
Simpson style:
(1) the precise nature, extent and likely date of any
pre-existing structures in the gatehouse area - the
visible remains of 5 arrow loops have features too
imprecise to date with any certainty; and
(2) the alleged completeness or incompleteness of
the courtyard buildings. Complete or incomplete,
that is the question?
And why does the new guidebook say the gatepassage curves? It does not ‘curve’, it runs obliquely through the building.
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Doune Castle. ‘The castle as it might have looked in Albany’s day with buildings along all four ranges of the
courtyard. Evidence [from recent surveys] suggests that at least some of these buildings were completed,
contrary to what was previously thought’. From the on-site display panel. Illustration by David Simon.
Reproduced courtesy and © Historic Scotland. Compare with the MacGibbon & Ross bird’s eye view.
The on-site display panel showing the cut-away bird’s
eye view (also in the 2013 guidebook) is a useful tool
to help in the visualisation of the castle. Apparently
there is evidence for glass and iron grilles for the
windows along the south. The guidebook comments:
‘There would be no reason to put such expensive
finishing touches on incomplete rooms. The lack of
evidence on the surviving wall may be due to restoration in the 1880s’. Further: ‘We know that Albany
used Doune on several occasions to host large gatherings… If the only accommodation available is what
we see today there would simply not have been
58

enough room to house everyone according to their
status. This suggests that some of the buildings on the
south range must have been used to accommodate
guests’. Another point of interest are the sets of stairs
leading to the Great hall and Duke’s hall. They are
shown as wooden steps but there is no discussion as
to why wooden stairs are preferred in the illustration,
when the pre-restoration visual evidence (e.g. Billings), and previous guidebooks suggest stone steps
with walling; in the case of the approach to the
Duke’s hall, additional means of barring access with
an iron grate are evident at ground floor level.
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Doune Castle: ABOVE: Great hall and tower-gatehouse from the south. BELOW: The Kitchen Tower with
high quality accommodation above. Postern gate at the base of the steps on the left. The tusking in the wall
suggests there was a planned range along the west side of the courtyard that was never completed.
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The magnificent Great Hall. Re-roofed in the 1880s using many of the original corbels. Looking east toward
the wall that separates the Great Hall from the Lord’s Hall beyond. The door into the Lord’s Hall was
restored/inserted, but, apparently, there was evidence for an original door (on the Lord’s Hall side), contrary
to W D Simpson’s argument that each hall was at one time totally separate and non-communicating, invoking
the 1746 plan as evidence (see illustration on p. 68).
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Doune Castle. The Lord’s Hall, or Duke’s Hall. The double fireplace. A mark of Robert Stewart’s elevated
status, and presumably also one of resourceful economy. Comparisons are made to the Linlithgow triple.
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Doune. The Lord’s Chamber, or Earl’s private study
in the round tower. (Chamber 3, first floor on chart p.
67). Looking toward the corbelled garderobe & door
to spiral staircase on the right. Image: © Peter Burton.

Doune. The Lord’s Chamber, or Earl’s private
study in the round tower. (Chamber 3, first floor).
Fireplace between two small lights. Image:© Peter
Burton.

Doune Castle and its evolving interpretation

block, and having architectural features that would
allow totally secure isolation if need be. Thus, rather
like the Edwardian keep-gatehouses of the late 13th
century, the Laird could protect himself, his family
and trusted supporters by erecting powerful and
effective barriers to prevent access, either from
warring factions without, or from treasonous retainers within. Much of this thesis still resonates today.

Discussion starts, as with most Scottish castles, with
MacGibbon and Ross, with their description of
Doune Castle in Vol. 1 (pp. 418-28). As usual the
crisp descriptions are liberally interspersed with
plans, sections and an informative bird’s eye view
(as illustrated on other pages). Many of these individual plans have not been repeated by later commentators, so consultation is essential. However,
because of lack of source documentation, inventories and in many cases lack of architectural features,
the room labels are fairly bland. For example, the
series of stacked chambers within the circular tower
that fronts the tower-gatehouse are simply labelled
‘private room’. (See the Comparison Chart).
W Douglas Simpson
Douglas Simpson (1938, 1968), did concentrate a
lot of his effort on unravelling Doune’s planning and
saw it as a model exemplar of his thesis on ‘bastard
feudalism’. One of a number of examples where the
Lord’s domestic quarters are pushed forward to the
front of the castle (cf. Pierrefonds), in this case
above the gate-passage, designed as a self-contained
62

Geoffrey Stell
Geoffrey Stell did write a short piece in the RAI
Conference Proceedings (1986) making the following important point: ‘The tower-gatehouse design of
Doune and the circumstances surrounding its creation
by an allegedly ‘over-mighty subject’ led the late Dr.
W D Simpson to cite it as a classic product of the age
of ‘bastard feudalism’ when the loyalties of mercenaries could not be assured. The great tower was seen
as a potentially self-contained and secure residence
for the laird and his family, as defensible from the
fickle behaviour of paid retainers within the courtyard, as from external enemies without; the first floor
banqueting hall now has to live with his appellation
‘retainers’ hall’. There are historical and architectural
grounds for doubting these theories’.
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Doune Castle. Originally described as the Duchess’s Hall on the second floor (with the un-floored third-floor
above the joist holes). Now described in the 2013 guidebook as the Duke’s Withdrawing Room / Bedchamber.
Looking to the south, with the central recess used as the oratory. Image: © Peter Burton.
Denys Pringle

John Dunbar

Denys Pringle’s guidebook (HMSO, 1987) did not
challenge Simpson directly, but did make a few
chinks in the amour. First, following the results of
some limited excavation in 1986, the guidebook
stated that the basement chamber in the round tower
did not contain a ‘well’ at all - removing one of the
supporting arguments that insist these tower-gatehouses should be totally self-sufficient with its own
water supply, at least. Second, He also realised that
the portcullis slot, worked from a window reveal in
the Lord’s hall was probably not a portcullis slot at
all (there are certainly no grooves besides the jambs
in the gatehouse entrance), but more likely to be a
machicolation or meurtrière; this means the Laird
would not be able to physically control directly the
gate entry from one or two storeys above, another
essential element in the ‘isolation and control’ theory. (As Toy had rightly noted in 1938/1953, p. 218).
The Castle Studies Group did memorably visit
Doune, along with Stirling Castle in April 1989,
with Denys leading us round the site.

John Dunbar’s cerebral and authoritative ‘Scottish
Royal Palaces, (1999), was the first to offer a reasoned and well-crafted argument with a clear interpretation of the function of the series of the three
storeys of suites of rooms, both in the round tower
and the adjacent main tower/hall block which, together with the latrine/fireplace block, formed an
integrated complex (pp. 83-87). Dunbar refers back,
with examples, to previous royal and quasi-royal
accommodation precedents and suggested the following likely scenario: first floor hall and chamber
- Dukes suite; second floor hall and chamber (directly above) - Duchess’s suite; third floor hall
(divided into smaller chambers) - members of the
household. He also reflects on the earlier Simpson
interpretation, that the tower-gatehouse was a selfcontained seigneurial residence capable of being
deliberately isolated from the rest of the establishment in the interests of safety and security. He notes
that ‘the concept of bastard feudalism [that Simpson
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Doune. The second storey ‘Duchess’s Hall’ or
Duke’s Bedchamber/Withdrawing room - the oratory in the south recess. Image © Peter Burton.

Doune. The ‘Duchess’s Hall’ or ‘Duke’s Bedchamber’ - the fireplace to the east, but missing most of
its original mouldings. Image © Peter Burton.

saw as the sole reason for driving these changes] is
no longer fashionable and today we would be more
likely to take a contrary view of the planning of
Doune, emphasising its integrated nature and drawing parallels with castles such as Bolton, and La
Roche Jagu in France’. (See also Faulkner, 1963, pp.
225-35). Dunbar also noted other features of the
design that could be paralleled with contemporary
châteaux, including the super-imposition of twin
suites for the duke and duchess and the placing of
seigneurial lodgings above the principal entrance,
e.g. the Breton castles of Château de Suscinio and
Château de Vitré. Dunbar’s reasoning here is also
based on what happened later at James IV’s lodging
at Linlithgow and James V’s private lodging at Holyroodhouse, which also supports the view that Doune
had two super-imposed suites (later occupied as such
by the king and queen), and each comprising of a hall
or great chamber, and one, if not two, lesser chambers in the round tower (see Dunbar, pp. 148-9).

Doreen Grove

64

The Doreen Grove revision follows the John Dunbar thesis and this is reflected in the next, wellillustrated (2005) HS guidebook, adding her idea
that had the unfinished series of rooms that flank the
south front been completed, then the Duke and
Duchess probably would have transferred themselves to what would have been more commodious
south-facing apartments overlooking the park and
the river, leaving the gate-tower block for officials
and other members of the Albany wider household.
Richard Oram
Richard Oram’s thesis, (2011, 2012) is an interesting essay found in Château Gaillard 25 (pp. 26978) that also ties in the related Stewart castle of
Dundonald, and the two expositions of these buildings should be read together. He is critical of the
Simpson position, seeing it as a ‘dystopian view of
late medieval Scotland’, and the way that Simpson
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La Roche Jagu. The remaining single wing of the courtyard fortress-palace that was built in the early C15 and
restored in 1968. It is located on the territory of the municipality of Ploëzal in Cotes d'Armor, Brittany, France .
had seen or had portrayed many of the features at
Doune as proof of his ‘bastard feudalism / retainer’
point of view. Oram rejects this interpretation that
the gate-tower may have been ‘the bolt-hole of a
paranoid lord fearful of treachery within his retinue’.
Rather, he sees it as a building with a ‘convenient
integrated plan which constitutes Doune’s principal
contribution to Scottish design’. In looking at the
rooms within the round tower / hall tower complex,
Oram sees the round tower chamber (Chamber 3 on
the chart), just off from the Lord’s hall, as Earl
Robert’s private chamber or closet (or study). The
Upper hall (or solar, or the Duchess’s hall as per
previous interpretations) should be seen as the
equivalent to the upper hall at Dundonald, that is,
earl Robert’s great chamber, containing his bed and
private oratory. (As Toy, 1953, had also noted, p.
219). The space above this ‘great chamber’ (3rd
floor) was likely to have been the Duchess’s space a group of smaller rooms dividing the area up by
stud partitioning. This, apparently, follows the likely
arrangement in David’s Tower at Edinburgh Castle
for the placing of the Queen’s apartment, thus allowing for greater privacy. The great towers of Doune
and Dundonald were visually formidable, but their
primary role was the symbolic assertion of the status
and authority of their owners rather than defence.

Nikki Scott
The Oram vision of the hierarchical functions,
courtly etiquette, and integrated room planning of
Doune have been taken up by Historic Scotland and
their most recent guidebook by Nikki Scott (2013)
incorporates this revised interpretation along with
other comments that have followed from the most
recent survey of the castle’s fabric (T. Addyman,
2009). For example, there have been some findings
of glass in the area of the south courtyard wall, and
a view has been posited that there may have been a
range of buildings/lodgings along the south side of
the courtyard - possibly of timber. The basement of
the round tower which has a hatch into the room
above is now regarded potentially as a pit prison.
Conclusion
All of the above stated views are summarised in the
following chart. Both Dunbar’s and Oram’s views
are equally persuasive and theoretically supportable
through precedent, and the reader really has to visit
Doune to make their own assessment. In regard to
the position that Simpson took, it would be unfortunate to dismiss his entire valued body of work on
the basis of his exaggerated and overworked arguments for ‘bastard feudalism’ as being the primary
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Château de Suscinio. Designed to be a place of leisure and a hunting lodge. Located between the seaside
and a forest full of game, the castle's first logis seigneurial (seigneurial house) dates from the beginning of
the 13th century. The castle was fortified and enlarged, at the end of 14th century.
source that fed the changes in castle planning in the
late fourteenth century. Whilst so-called ‘bastard
feudalism’ remains an unfashionable concept, it
was one of a number of factors, although perhaps a
minor one, that led to significant changes in the way
that castles developed between 1350 and 1500.
These changes were driven more by structural,
class and societal developments and political ambitions than by fear of any internal household unrest.
However, this period did see an increase in the use
of and concern over liveried ‘retainers’ along with
a vastly enlarged household of officials and administrators managing the estates and interests of aristocrats and magnates. This retinue had to be
housed. A similar pattern is repeated in France,
England and Scotland. Both living standards and
the quantity of accommodation and lodgings quickly improved as a concomitant, and new ranges of
hierarchically arranged suites were added either by
new impressive towers (e.g. Warwick Castle
c. 1360s ) or the building of high-storeyed quadrangular castles (e.g. Dartington Hall, Bolton, Bodiam). As Faulkner and other writers indicate, the
planning was carefully calculated in such a way that
access to the Lord and his intimate family was
controlled and choreographed. Such access was
governed by concerns over enhancing the status of
the lord as much as any concerns for personal
66

security and safety. Therefore, in addition to the
extended numbers of suites of lodgings - with their
own dining halls, and with control of movement
according to existing notions of social and courtly
etiquette, there appeared to be, in the 1380s-1420s,
a deliberate move to contrive ways and means of
being seen to have direct seigneurial access control
and of being able to isolate domestic sections of
castles if need be. This may have been no more than
a conceit, but the physical evidences that remain of
such concerns are obvious. This included first-floor
control of the gatehouse/portcullis from rooms close
to or under the direct control of the owner or his
trusted castellan. This is seen at many northern
castles developed or altered in the late 14th century,
such as Dunstanburgh, Brougham, Brough, Bolton,
Cockermouth, and others of this era, such as Wardour and Raglan, with later examples including
Kirby Muxloe, Caister, Herstmonceux and Thornbury. Although Simpson made too much of it, there
are some features about the design of Doune that
suggest such security/isolation concerns were in the
minds of the planners. The evidence does not suggest any paranoia on Albany’s part, but was part and
parcel of the fashionable zeitgeist of the day and that
the owner was enlightened, up-to-date, aware of the
latest thinking on planning amongst an elite group
and was taking sensible and reasonable precautions.
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Descriptions, labels and functions given to the rooms in the gatehouse tower
Great
Hall

Lord’s
Hall

Round
Tower
Basement
Chmbr 1

Round
Tower
Chmbr 2
(1st floor)

Round
Tower
Chmbr 3
(1st floor)

Round
Tower
Chmbr 4
2nd floor

Upper
Hall
2nd floor

3rd floor
chamber
above Upper hall

M&R
1890s

Banqueting Hall

Hall

Well room

Private room Private
room

WDS
1938

Great
Hall/
Common
Hall

Lord’s
Hall

Well room

Private room Private
room

Private
room

Solar & ora- Garret bedtory
rooms

WDS
1968

Retainer’s Hall

Lord’s
Hall

Well room

Lord’s Private room
(FP)

Lord’s Private room

bedroom

Solar/Great
Chamber
/general living room of
the lord and
his family

bedrooms

H-S
Pringle
1987

Great
Hall

Lord’s
Hall

A room below’.
NOT a well
room

1st floor
chamber
(GR) Lit
originally by
pair of
cross-shaped
embrasures

bedroom
2nd floor
6-sided
chamber
(GR) barrel
vaulted

Upper Hall
with chapel
(FP)

Bedrooms /
privy closets

N/A

N/A

Duke’s
privy bed
chamber

Duchess’s
privy bed
chamber

Duchess’s
Hall (FP)

chambers

Dunbar Great
Hall
SRP
1999

Duke’s
Hall

Upper Hall
/Withdrawing room,
oratory (FP)

H-S
Grove
2003

Great
Hall

Dukes’
Cellar with
Hall/ pri- hatch in the
vault above
vate
withdrawing
room

Odd shaped Probably
chamber /
Duke’s
Service room chamber &
bedroom
(FP)

Duchess’s
chamber
(but no ensuite latrine).

Small
Duchess’s
Hall & Ora- chambers &
tory (FP)
closets

Oram
2012
CG &
GMH
2011

Great
Hall

Duke’s
Tower
Hall

Cellar or
prison

Not commented on

Earl Robert’s private
chamber/
closet/study

Waiting
room for
access to
Great
Chamber

Earl Robert’s Great
Chamber
/Bed chamber

Duchess’s
rooms &
bedchamber

H-S
Scott
2013

Great
Hall

Duke’s
Hall

Possible
Pit-prison

Small chamber

Duke’s
study’ (FP)
(GR).

Waiting
room for
access to
‘grand hall’/
Dukes’ Bedchamber

Duke’s bedchamber /
grand hall.
(FP) Oratory

Duchess’s
chambers
(but no
FP’s)
(probably
central
hearths).
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Doune Castle. The 1746 ground plan. W D Simpson used this plan as part of his argument (1968) that the
Lord’s hall was completely separate and isolated from the Great Hall, i.e. there was no door from one room
to the other. This may or may not be true, but the plan was not drawn up for the purpose of a meticulous
survey of the fabric. For example, outside access to the Lord’s Hall is in the wrong position and there are no
doors shown in the gate-passage. So this plan is not a reliable source to hang a theory on. Image reproduced
courtesy and © British Library, Ref King’s Topographical Collection L, f.73.
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